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Work toward net zero | Eminence outline

The analysis in the report highlights the importance of designing equity into the economic

transition to secure job growth. And provides the public policy principles required to ensure

workers can equitably transition as economies become net-zero.

This report identifies a more detailed look at the impacts of decarbonization on jobs and how the 

skills of workers will be the currency of a successful global transition to net zero.

Deloitte’s Turning Point series highlighted the economic cost of unchecked climate change and 

the opportunities of coordinated action to decarbonize economies to reach net-zero emissions 

by mid-century.
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Work toward net zero | How the climate changes the future of work
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Summary of global Turning Point figures: cost vs. opportunity

The Deloitte Economics Institute has used scenario analysis to model how the global net-zero transition and climate change impacts 
the economy and employment, or jobs.



Work toward net zero | What’s at stake
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More than 800 million jobs, more than a quarter of the global workforce, are highly vulnerable to climate extremes and economic 
transition impacts, underlining the urgency at which both climate action and planning for a just transition must occur globally.

Global risks with local impact

Global Job Vulnerability Index



Work toward net zero | What’s the opportunity
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Deloitte Economics Institute modeling shows that with bold climate plays and active transition policy in the coming decade, all regions 
globally can have higher economic growth and more jobs. An active, equitable transition for all requires active government and policy 

coordination, and support for the global economy, and the workforce that drives it, to deliver net zero and offset the costs of transition

Creating job opportunities in a just transition

The job dividend from active global transition



Work toward net zero | A Green Collar workforce
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80% of the skills required in the short-to-
medium term to achieve net-zero emissions by 
2050, exist.  Economic and workforce policy 
must be designed to account for workers and 
their skills to be an input into creating and 
shaping an equitable transition pathway

Skills are the currency of the 
Green Collar Workforce

The economics of the transition to net-zero emissions will both require-and create-a Green Collar workforce.   This workforce reflects 
how global decarbonization is already changing the workforce today and how it could remake the future of work for a net-zero world.

Some existing occupations will significantly 
transform, some may only need to change 
at the margins, and entirely new ones will 
emerge as the Green Collar workforce 
shapes the future of work.

Categories that make the Green 
Collar workforce

Increase in demand for jobs 
with these skills

Blue + White collar existing skills

High job vulnerability to 
unplanned transition

High exposure to physical 
climate changes

of skills required in transformed and new 
net-zero jobs in the short-to-medium 

term, are used in the current workforce

Existing jobs where the 
requirements are 

expected to change

New jobs that will emerge and 
become prominent

Blue + White + Green collar 
(existing and new) skills
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Work toward net zero | Setting a policy agenda for the Green Collar workforce
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Each region will have its own unique pathway to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050. Knowing the disruption and opportunities that are 
expected to fall out of the transition for jobs, occupations, and skills helps to inform the level and types of policy support required.

Policy agenda for a Green Collar workforce

The Deloitte Economics Institute has 
developed a Green Collar workforce policy 
agenda to guide what decision-makers 
need to consider in supporting industries 
and workers to adapt to global 
decarbonization.

AMBITIOUS
DECARBONISATION

TARGETS

STRATEGIC
INDUSTRIAL POLICY

HIGH-VALUE JOB
CREATION

ADAPTIVE EDUCATION
AND SKILLS SYSTEM

ACTIVE SKILLS
REALLOCATION

…aligned with the
latest climate science and

investments in rapid
decarbonization

…targets traditional
strengths and new

areas of
economic growth

…establishes secure
career pathways for
workers and school

leavers

…produces a skills
pipeline that aligns to

industry demands
for transition

…labour mobility
policies direct skills

to where they
are needed
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Work toward net zero | Research methodology
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Using scenario analysis from Deloitte’s Regional Climate Integrated 
Assessment Computable General Equilibrium Model (D.Climate), this 
research demonstrates how climate damage – and the net-zero 
transition – could affect economic output (Gross Domestic Product), 
industry growth (Gross Value Added) and employment for the global 
economy and at the country level. 

The modeling determines both the cause and the scale of impact on 

jobs due to global climate change and the transition to net-zero. 

This insight assesses how workforce policy solutions can support a 

more equitable transition to minimize costs and create opportunities. 

The assessment explains how the ‘Green Collar’ transition impacts 

occupations and skills.

Using this modelling, researchers gain insight into the vulnerability of 

industries and jobs to climate and transition disruption.


